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We wish to focus the next three issues of ESAN-News on the European elections. For 

each issue we’ll try, and for this we need your help, to present two visions, the first 

with the points of view of public people (people who are elected, journalists, writers..) 

and the second part will show what citizens think, and feel, in their everyday life…  

Peace : The very idea  of Europe  is in danger. This idea, which means peace and growth,  was self-
evident for previous generations. For many  today, Europe  means economic slump & lack of common 
vision & democracy… European policies must be more  concrete,  address people’s daily life  but also 
touch their heart  to make  them like Europe. 

The twelve ESAN themes for the 2014 European elections: 
 

Peace / Defence  and Security / Economy, the Euro and the Monetary Union / European Social  Basis and 
minimum income / R & D / Employment / Human Rights / Environment, Energy and Ecology / Living together 
/ Teaching & popular education /  International / Role of the European Parliament… 

 
 

Defence and  Security :  starting  from  the  propositions  of the  European Defence  Agency,  the 
talks during the last months focused  on what  the EU  really needs concerning  its defence : in-flight 
refuelling,  strategic transport,  air-sea  action,  satellite  communication,  plus cyber-defence  and  
common strategic drones… Beyond these  European  propositions,  the debate  was also  about  
reinforcing  the industrial  network  behind these  projects:  sharing  defence  technologies,  boosting  
European  R & D,  harmonising  norms and standards,  and even more  planned  synchronisation in the  
use  of forces and capacities to increase  intra-community  operational  capacities. 

Economy, the Euro and monetary union: the monetary  union has been re-examined in all its  
failings. The  initial  system,  based  on the  central  bank  and the  stability  and growth pact,  proved 
unsatisfactory  during  the  crisis,  and  had no financial dimension… Does this  mean that,  when  the  
banking  union is achieved,  then monetary  union  will  bring  dynamism,  cohesion  and  prosperity?  
The debate  goes on… 

Taken  from : www.touteleurope.eu/ presidence.assemblee-nationale.fr/ www.confrontations.org/ ww.tnova.fr/ www.lemonde.fr/ www.eu-

employment-observatory.net/ 
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The role of the European Parliament :  
Its role,  which was to start with mainly  consultative,  now covers three  fields: 

1/  legislative role : it takes part in  the  adoption  of  juridical decisions with the  Council.  

2/ budgetary  role: it writes out the   annual Union  budget,  with the Council.  

3/ control  of  the EU executive : the Parliament  has  means  of  control.  It can censor  the 
Commission which must  then resign. The  Commission President is elected by the Parliament  and 
must approve  the  selection of  the  other  Commission members. It can ask the Council or  the  
Commission oral  or  written  questions,  receive   petitions from  European  citizens,  or  set up 
temporary  inquest  commissions. It has access to the  Justice  Court  to defend   its  prerogatives  in 
particular  regarding  the  Council  or  the   Commission. 

Human Rights : The  Lisbonne  Treaty  defined the  EU values: respect of human dignity,  freedom,  
democracy,  rule  of  law,  human  rights,  including  the rights  of minorities. These  values are  shared 
by  the  member  States,  together with  pluralism, non-discrimination,  tolerance,  justice,  solidarity  
and  equality  between men  and  women… 

Living together: We, don’t need a new policy,  but a new  foundation for  the  EU,  away  from  
financial markets  and economic  competition. « The European market  and the  competition  policy  
are not always  seen  as positive »… The EU has become    a very complex machinery,  where it is 
difficult  to find your  place, to be  heard,  and to influence  decisions. That is why, more   than ever, we 
need  experienced politicians, who  know  the problems,  and can find their way  throughout  the maze 
of the  European machinery. 

Teaching and Popular Education :  
The  2013 OECD  survey  on the   skills of adults (which  asked   166,000 adults between 16 and 65 in 
24 countries) shows that: « a good initial  education is a very important predictive  factor  for  success 
in  adult  life. But the countries must complement it all along life  with  possibilities for  flexible  
further  training  based  on  skills,  especially for  adults who  can work. »  

Environnement, Energy and Ecology : The very  idea of  a  European  energy policy  does not exist, 
and  nobody  believes in a policy which should  fight against the  climatic  change,  where  a  European  
common policy  is necessary… 

Employment and Poverty :  
At the social  level  the  situation is appalling: the number  of people  looking for a job or  living  in 
deep poverty  is huge,  just like  inequalities between countries or  areas…      

The  EU employment  strategy  which  comes from  the Europe  2020 strategy , wishes  to create  
many jobs, and better jobs throughout  Europe… 

About 7.5 M  Europeans between 15 and 24 are  without a job or  without  any training. In Spain, 
Greece or Croatia, over one  young  person out  of  two is unemployed. 

 Social European basis and minimum income: We  must  defend the   idea of a  wider  social 
basis for the EU, but we must define precisely what  we want  and what we’re  ready  to give in 
exchange… A few weeks ago,  a minimum wage  in Europe  seemed impossible. We  now  know  that    
it is going  to happen in Germany,  respecting  German regulations of course,  and then everything 
seems  possible. 

Taken from: www.touteleurope.eu/ presidence.assemblee-nationale.fr/ www.confrontations.org/ ww.tnova.fr/ www.lemonde.fr/ www.eu-

employment-observatory.net/ 

R & D : « The  Commission  defined  seven innovation ambitions which should lead to new jobs: 1) 
Stock energy… This  goes with the  energy  transition. 2) Recycling,  particularly  of rare  metals. 3) 
Valuation  of the  seas :  minerals  and the  desalination  of sea water. 4) Vegetal proteins  and  vegetal 
chemistry. 5)  Individualised  medicine.  6) The  silver  economy ,  innovation  for  a  longer  life. 7)  The 
valuation of Big Data. 

International : To make European firms more competitive on the global market,  « the EU 
industrial policy  needs  structural  changes  towards  more productivity  in the  manufacturing 
industry  and  a better position of European firms on the global  value  chain. In this way, the EU  
should rely on the  present strong points of its  industry,  namely its  advantages  concerning  
products  and services  with a  high scientific  and technological  value,  like the KET (Key Enabling 
Technologies). » 
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2014 European elections – message from Léon … January 13 
 

  In every country, with the help of its member organisations, ESAN must ask the 
candidates at the European elections… to promise that they will have a European social 
policy including access to a minimum guaranteed income…security in their life for every one  
through the right to enough food, a decent home, access to health-care and access for 
everyone to essential social services… The candidates must also promise to help citizens to 
get jobs… 
 

… in fact they must promise to implement the EU 

Fundamental Rights Charter  

and the Council of Europe revised Social Charter, and in 

particular article 30, as suggested by ESAN  on October 17, 

2013 during the international day against poverty. 
 

 The Lisbon Treaty gave more power to the Euro MPs. It changed in particular the 
conditions of the vote for the strategic position of the Commission President… With the 
new treaty, heads of states or governments must « take into account the election results ». 
The  European Parliament will have to confirm propositions for the position of Commission 
President. 

The social European policy which ESAN is looking for will depend on the 

elected representatives.  

 2014 European elections – message from Christoph … January 12  
 

 Like the‘’europaisches’’network for social action,  

ESAN  carefully watches social developments in Europe… 

The financial crisis left many poor and without a job…  

Social conditions are bad in the largest European countries.  

Many look at the EU with a critical eye… Some political parties  

will use « anti-European » arguments at the next elections…  

However, in those difficult times, we must remain watchful,  

because we do not need nationalist withdrawals to divide our  

Europe of solidarity and strong social involvement… 
 

 In this way, we support the candidates of the economy, the euro and the monetary 
union, with an economic and monetary union which develops the long-awaitedsocial 
dimension with a programme of social investment including: 

- The social European basis and the minimum income for all  so that at the EU 
Parliament we can have a minimum European salary and a minimum European income 
for social protection, in order to stop the migration of poor people in Europe. 

- Employment and poverty… the European social standards for work conditions 
encourage unemployment and poverty… programmes to help the fight against poverty 
and for social integration must be implemented, and youth unemployment in particular 
must be faced with European educational offers. 

 Like the social network, we focus on the social aspects for a Europe of Peace 

and social justice. 
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A few (utopian?) non-developed ideas… Myriam’notes 

Peace / Defence   et  Security :  

…Europe should sell  factories instead of weapons… 

The  Economy,  the  Euro and  the  Monetary  Union :  

…One of the major problems is the Euro-$ parity which is artificially not in our  

favour, a 1 to 1 parity would be fair. 

R &  D : 

… share  Europe basic research… 

Employment:  

… turn individual help into help to a direct creation of jobs: the financial help  

becomes a jb in a firm, an organisation, a public office, a small company… 

Europe must work for a full employment by forcing private and public companies to create jobs. 

The  Environment,  Energy  and Ecology : 

… green energies are a priority, with the phasing out of nuclear power, energy saving, polluters must pay(air 

conditioning…) 

…develop experiments in sustainable development, CSR Corporate Social Responsibility. 

…research on carbon monoxide recycling must become a European project. 

… research on new non-polluting mining technologies for oil and shale. 

The  role  of  the  European  parliament: 

…The priority is the fight against tax evasion and the speculation concerning basic food products. 

A few of Jean’s ideas … January 16  
Europe is like a  large family (with  cousins, cousin’ cousins, in-laws, friends, 

ex-wives and husbands…) in daily life it often creates small conflicts but in the 

long run it offers a pleasant  social basis, where people know and accept each 

other, where young and old can find their place, where people will help each 

other, and enjoy the success of others. 
 

To move forward in life one must use one’s weak points to progress…three challenges ? 
 

<1> Peace… Three successive wars have hurt our elders and there is still today some 

resentment between WW2 « resistants » and « collaborators ».Fortunately there is no risk 

today of such a war in Europe thanks to the European institutions.  
 

<2> The ageing of the European population... Solutions are being found…  

…fighting exclusions ( education, minimum wage, fighting unemployment…)  

…allowing every woman to find a job… ( better services to take care of children ,wage 

equality between men and women…)  young people too … (more opportunities for training,  

development of popular education…) and seniors who want it… (valuation of skills ,better 

working hours  …) 

…a better management of immigrations (fight against illegal immigration, illegal work, 

help the arrival in Europe of young scientists, fight selfishness, narrow-mindedness and 

racism.  
 

<3> The global activity is now centered around the Pacific rim… It could be a wonderful 

opportunity to turn Europe into a place of Peace, social well-being andt tourism attracting 

scientists, innovators, laboratories… all looking for peace and quiet to create a rich 

tomorrow. 
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